
Dr. PR Sundhar Raja – India’s No.1 Astrologer & Numerologist’s    interpretation of  Jupiter change on
11  th   August 2016 for different Rasi’s

Planets are in perpectual motion around the Sun and Astrologers  look at the position of planets in
relation to the Earth and interpret its influence...  different  planets take differenrt time, example
planet Jupiter takes 1 year to change a house and planet Saturn takes 2 years and 6 months.

Rasi in Astrology is the location of Moon in an individual’s bith / natal chart. There are 12 Rasis..
Mesha,  Rishaba,  Mithun,  Kataka,  Simha,  Kanni,  Thula,  Viruchika,  Dhanus,  Makara,  Kumbha  and
Meena.

Planet Jupiter moves from Simha Rasi to Kanni Rasi on 11th August 2016 and will remain there till
11th September  2017 based on Thiru kanidha panchangam.  As per Vakiya panchangam  from 2nd

August 2016 to 2nd September 2017.

Astroji  Dr.  PR  Sundhar  Raja  –  India’s  No.1  Astrologer  and  Numerologist, gives  the  following
predictions based on Jupiter’s movement for each Rasi. 

Mesha

Jupiter’s movement from favourable 5th  house to 6th house is not favourable – People with Mesha
Rasi should take care of their health and are advised not ot take unnecessary risk in investments
and other activities. If they are running favourable Dasa and bukthi the ill-effects of Jupiter transit
will reduce. Also by having numerologically right name and wearing suitable Gem stone they can
reverse its effects.

These predictions are general and before taking these predictions into consideration, Astrologers
should take the strength and position of Jupiter in Navamsa and Bhava chart into consideration in
addition to the correct degree position of Jupiter in the birth chart,  the ownership planet of the
ascendant, the current position, the position of other major planets like Saturn, Mars, Sun, Mercury,
Venus,  etc...  Last  but  not  the least  they should also look carefully into the Lagna,  Lagna lord’s
position, Dasa and Bukthi (sub Dasas) before coming to the final conclusion.

Rishaba

Jupiter’s movement from 4th house to 5th house is good – People having Rishaba Rasi can look
forward to a new beginning, new relationship and new business opportunities. Also they can look
forward to auspicious happenings in their life and in their family – Marriage is in the cards for people
who are not married . If they are running favourable Dasa and bukthi they can benfit in the next one
year.  Also  by  wearing  suitable  Gem  stone  &  having  right  name  as  per  numerology  they  can
accelerate their success.

These predictions are general and before taking these predictions into consideration, Astrologers
should take the strength and position of Jupiter in Navamsa and Bhava chart into consideration in
addition to the correct degree position of Jupiter in the birth chart,  the ownership planet of the
ascendant, the current position, the position of other major planets like Saturn, Mars, Sun, Mercury,
Venus,  etc...  Last  but  not  the least  they should also look carefully into the Lagna,  Lagna lord’s
position, Dasa and Bukthi (sub Dasas) before coming to the final conclusion.



Mithun

Jupiter’s movement from 3rd house to 4th house is average – People with this Rasi now can slightly
relax,  but  should  take  care  of  their  health  and  are  advised  not  ot  take  unnecessary  risk  in
investments and other activities. If they are running favourable Dasa and bukthi the ill-effects will
reduce.  Also by  wearing  suitable  Gem stone  &  having  right  name as  per  numerology  they  can
accelerate their success.

These predictions are general and before taking these predictions into consideration, Astrologers
should take the strength and position of Jupiter in Navamsa and Bhava chart into consideration in
addition to the correct degree position of Jupiter in the birth chart,  the ownership planet of the
ascendant, the current position, the position of other major planets like Saturn, Mars, Sun, Mercury,
Venus,  etc...  Last  but  not  the least  they should also look carefully into the Lagna,  Lagna lord’s
position, Dasa and Bukthi (sub Dasas) before coming to the final conclusion.

Kataka

Jupiter’s movement from favourable 2nd house to 3rd house is not favourable – People with Kataka
Rasi should take care of their health and are advised not ot take unnecessary risk in investments
and other activities. If they are running favourable Dasa and bukthi the ill-effects will reduce. Also by
having numerologically right name and wearing suitable Gem stone they can reverse its effects.

These predictions are general and before taking these predictions into consideration, Astrologers
should take the strength and position of Jupiter in Navamsa and Bhava chart into consideration in
addition to the correct degree position of Jupiter in the birth chart,  the ownership planet of the
ascendant, the current position, the position of other major planets like Saturn, Mars, Sun, Mercury,
Venus,  etc...  Last  but  not  the least  they should also look carefully into the Lagna,  Lagna lord’s
position, Dasa and Bukthi (sub Dasas) before coming to the final conclusion.

Simha

Jupiter’s movement from 1st house to favourable 2nd house is good – People with Simha Rasi can
smile – now they can expect their promotion in carreer and more income in business. Also they
should use the new opportunities for growth. If they are running favourable Dasa and bukthi the
positive  effects  will  be  more.  In  addition,  by  having  numerologically  right  name  and  wearing
favourable gemstone they can accelerate growth.

These predictions are general and before taking these predictions into consideration, Astrologers
should take the strength and position of Jupiter in Navamsa and Bhava chart into consideration in
addition to the correct degree position of Jupiter in the birth chart,  the ownership planet of the
ascendant, the current position, the position of other major planets like Saturn, Mars, Sun, Mercury,
Venus,  etc...  Last  but  not  the least  they should also look carefully into the Lagna,  Lagna lord’s
position, Dasa and Bukthi (sub Dasas) before coming to the final conclusion.

Kanni

Jupiter’s movement from unfavourable 12th  to 1st house is avearge – People with this Rasi should
take  care  of  their  wealth  and  are  advised  to  avoid  unnecessary  spending.  If  they  are  running



favourable Dasa and bukthi the ill-effects will reduce. In addition, by having numerologically right
name and wearing favourable gemstone they can accelerate growth.

These predictions are general and before taking these predictions into consideration, Astrologers
should take the strength and position of Jupiter in Navamsa and Bhava chart into consideration in
addition to the correct degree position of Jupiter in the birth chart,  the ownership planet of the
ascendant, the current position, the position of other major planets like Saturn, Mars, Sun, Mercury,
Venus,  etc...  Last  but  not  the least  they should also look carefully into the Lagna,  Lagna lord’s
position, Dasa and Bukthi (sub Dasas) before coming to the final conclusion.

Thula

Jupiter’s movement from favourable 11th house to 12th  house is not favourable – People with this
Rasi  should take care  of  their  health and are  advised not  ot  take unnecessary risk.  If  they are
running favourable Dasa and bukthi the ill-effects will reduce. In addition, by having numerologically
right name and wearing favourable gemstone they can accelerate growth.

These predictions are general and before taking these predictions into consideration, Astrologers
should take the strength and position of Jupiter in Navamsa and Bhava chart into consideration in
addition to the correct degree position of Jupiter in the birth chart,  the ownership planet of the
ascendant, the current position, the position of other major planets like Saturn, Mars, Sun, Mercury,
Venus,  etc...  Last  but  not  the least  they should also look carefully into the Lagna,  Lagna lord’s
position, Dasa and Bukthi (sub Dasas) before coming to the final conclusion.

Viruchika

Jupiter’s movement from 10th  house to 11th  house is very good – People with this Rasi can look
forward to accomplish their ambition during this window. If they are running favourable Dasa and
bukthi it will accelerate the good effects multi fold. In addition, by having numerologically right name
and wearing favourable gemstone they can accelerate growth.

These predictions are general and before taking these predictions into consideration, Astrologers
should take the strength and position of Jupiter in Navamsa and Bhava chart into consideration in
addition to the correct degree position of Jupiter in the birth chart,  the ownership planet of the
ascendant, the current position, the position of other major planets like Saturn, Mars, Sun, Mercury,
Venus,  etc...  Last  but  not  the least  they should also look carefully into the Lagna,  Lagna lord’s
position, Dasa and Bukthi (sub Dasas) before coming to the final conclusion.

Dhanus

Jupiter’s movement from favourable 9th  house to 10th house – People with this Rasi should take
care of their health and are advised not ot take unnecessary risk in investments and other activities.
If  they are running favourable Dasa and bukthi  the ill-effects will  reduce.  In addition,  by having
numerologically  right  name  and  wearing  favourable  gemstone  they  can  reduce  the  losses  and
accelerate growth.

These predictions are general and before taking these predictions into consideration, Astrologers
should take the strength and position of Jupiter in Navamsa and Bhava chart into consideration in
addition to the correct degree position of Jupiter in the birth chart,  the ownership planet of the



ascendant, the current position, the position of other major planets like Saturn, Mars, Sun, Mercury,
Venus,  etc...  Last  but  not  the least  they should also look carefully into the Lagna,  Lagna lord’s
position, Dasa and Bukthi (sub Dasas) before coming to the final conclusion.

Makara

Jupiter’s movement from unfavourable 8th house to 9th house is very good – People with this Rasi
can now relax and smile.. their stress and tension will come down and they can now plan to rebuild
thier carreer and business to regain the lost opportunities. They can also look forward to auspicious
happenings in their life and in their family – Marriage is in the cards for people who are not married
If  they  are  running  favourable  Dasa  and  bukthi  the  effects  will  be  multi  fold.  Also  by  having
numerologically right name and wearing suitable Gem stone they can accelerate growth.

These predictions are general and before taking these predictions into consideration, Astrologers
should take the strength and position of Jupiter in Navamsa and Bhava chart into consideration in
addition to the correct degree position of Jupiter in the birth chart,  the ownership planet of the
ascendant, the current position, the position of other major planets like Saturn, Mars, Sun, Mercury,
Venus,  etc...  Last  but  not  the least  they should also look carefully into the Lagna,  Lagna lord’s
position, Dasa and Bukthi (sub Dasas) before coming to the final conclusion.

Kumbha

Jupiter’s movement from favourable 7th house to 8th house is not favourable – People with this Rasi
should take care of their health and are advised not ot take unnecessary risk while travelling  and
other activities. If they are running favourable Dasa and bukthi the ill-effects will reduce. In addition,
by having numerologically right name and wearing favourable gemstone they can reduce the losses
and accelerate growth.

These predictions are general and before taking these predictions into consideration, Astrologers
should take the strength and position of Jupiter in Navamsa and Bhava chart into consideration in
addition to the correct degree position of Jupiter in the birth chart,  the ownership planet of the
ascendant, the current position, the position of other major planets like Saturn, Mars, Sun, Mercury,
Venus,  etc...  Last  but  not  the least  they should also look carefully into the Lagna,  Lagna lord’s
position, Dasa and Bukthi (sub Dasas) before coming to the final conclusion.

Meena

Jupiter’s movement from unfavourable 6th house to 7th house is favourable – People with this Rasi
can look forward to auspicious happenings in their life and in their family – Marriage is in the cards
for people who are not married. If they are running favourable Dasa and bukthi the effects will be
more positive. Also by wearing suitable Gem stone & having right name as per numerology they can
accelerate their success.

These predictions are general and before taking these predictions into consideration, Astrologers
should take the strength and position of Jupiter in Navamsa and Bhava chart into consideration in
addition to the correct degree position of Jupiter in the birth chart,  the ownership planet of the
ascendant, the current position, the position of other major planets like Saturn, Mars, Sun, Mercury,
Venus,  etc...  Last  but  not  the least  they should also look carefully into the Lagna,  Lagna lord’s
position, Dasa and Bukthi (sub Dasas) before coming to the final conclusion.


